Hydrogen bond strengthening of cis-trans glyoxal dimers in electronic excited states: a theoretical study.
The second-order approximate coupled-cluster (CC2) method was performed to investigate the excited state hydrogen-bonding properties of Glyoxal (C2H2O2, Gl) dimers. Since the strengthening and weakening of hydrogen bonds can be investigated by monitoring the vibrational absorption spectra of some hydrogen-bonded groups in different electronic states, the infrared spectra of the hydrogen-bonded Gl-Gl complexes in both of the ground state and the S1 electronically excited state are calculated using the MP2/CC2 methods respectively. We demonstrated that the intermolecular hydrogen bond C=O⋯H-C between two glyoxal molecules is significantly strengthened in the electronically excited S1 state upon photoexcitation of the hydrogen-bonded Gl-Gl complexes.